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Zhang Mama stared at Yun Chujiu in disbelief. She, she actually used a recording stone to record her 

voice? This B * Tch was actually so insidious! Their princess consort had really underestimated this 

country bumpkin! 

 

Manager Liu, who was at the side, couldn’t help but feel his heart beat faster. Could it be that this B * 

Tch had also recorded all of his words? He thought about it carefully. He did not seem to have said 

anything extraordinary, so he should not have said anything extraordinary, right? 

 

Zhang Mama gritted her teeth and gave herself a slap. “Ninth miss, this servant is done.” 

 

Yun chujiu curled her lips. “Your sincerity is clearly not enough. That manager Liu, you smoke. You have 

to ensure that it is as perfect as the one I just smoked. Do You Hear Me?” 

 

Manager Liu:”…” 

 

What did this have to do with him. ! Zhang Mama was the favorite of the princess. If he offended her, he 

would definitely make things difficult for him in the future. 

 

Just as manager Liu was in a daze, he saw Yun Chujiu tossing a recording stone in her hand. She said with 

a smile, “Manager Liu, look at the recording stone in my hand. Isn’t it very interesting? Do you want it?” 

 

Manager Liu’s heart thumped. Although he couldn’t remember whether he had said anything excessive, 

he still felt a little guilty. He could only say to Zhang Mama, “Zhang Mama, I’m Sorry!” 

 

After saying that, manager Liu gave Zhang Mama a hard slap on the face and then said to Yun chujiu, 

“Miss Jiu, i. . . I’m done. Can you give the recording stone in Your Hand to me?” 

 



Yun chujiu casually threw the recording stone to manager Liu. Manager Liu could not care less about 

what was inside and could not wait to destroy the body. 

 

Yun chujiu curled the corner of her mouth. It was just a blank recording stone. was there a need to be so 

excited? Of course, she would not tell manager Liu that it was a blank recording stone. 

 

Zhang Mama’s face was swollen like a pig’s head. She never dreamed that she would become like this 

just because she came out to pick up this ninth miss from a lower continent. 

 

The hatred in Zhang Mama’s heart surged. After a long while, she said stiffly, “Ninth young miss, this 

servant will take you to see the old Prince and the old princess consort now.” 

 

Yun chujiu smiled faintly. “Then I’ll have to trouble you, Zhang Mama. Here, don’t say that I’m bullying 

you. This is the recording stone just now.” 

 

Like manager Liu, Zhang Mama could not wait to destroy the recording stone. She sneered in her heart. 

Although this slut was cunning, she was too inexperienced! Without the recording stone to threaten her, 

she would have plenty of ways to deal with this B * Tch in the future. 

 

Yun chujiu followed Zhang Mama to the entrance of a courtyard. After the servant passed the message, 

Yun Chujiu stepped into the courtyard. 

 

The courtyard was very spacious. In the middle was a rockery. Under the rockery was a pool with more 

than a dozen golden fish swimming leisurely. 

 

Hei xinjiu fell in love with these fish almost instantly. TSK TSK, these fish were chubby. They must be very 

delicious. She would like to get a few to taste them when she had the chance. 

 

After taking a few steps forward, Yun Chujiu heard the laughter in the room. Obviously, there were 

many people inside. 



 

Yun chujiu smiled sarcastically. These people were probably waiting for her. If she had really listened to 

Zhang Mama’s words and went to rest, she would have offended not only the old Royal Highness and 

the Old Princess Consort. 

 

Yun chujiu’s footsteps paused slightly. She did not know if her mother was inside. Thinking of this, she 

became excited. She tightened her hands under her sleeves and walked into the house. 


